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NAG As a final step, before comparing the altimeter with the in situ observations, the altimeter data is bin-averaged over twenty days every five days and this result is shown in the lower panel of Figure   2 , along with the unaveraged data. This last smoothing is to take into account that the altimeter data consists of two (unevenly spaced) observations every 10 days and it is therefore unable to resolve periods shorter than 20 days.
III. Comparisons
A. In Figure 4 , the spectral density of sea surface height from the two in situ methods at the two sites are compared. They resemble each other in the following ways: the high frequency end of the spectrum is dominated by the diurnal and semi-diurnal tidal motion.
At mid-frequency, 3-5 day periods, there is an increase in variance from inertial gravity waves, as previously reported in the tropical Atlantic Ocean [Garzoli and Katz, 1981] . The low frequency end (beginning at periods of 10-20 days) shows a f-2 behavior which, by extrapolation from six-year records in the tropical Atlantic [Katz, 1993] , would continue until the annual period. The quantitative comparisons between these observations and the altimeter will be restricted to this low frequency band.
The spectral density at the lowest frequencies are identical for the two observations at 164°E and for the sounder at 156°E. The mooring at the latter site appears to be higher but after noting that this is true for only the three lowest estimates, comparing their averages would give 3x5 (frequency bands averaged), or 15, degrees of freedom. The 95% confidence limits for this is shown on the figure and the average spectral estimates are found not to be significantly different.
To compare the moorings and sounders, the 5-day, low-pass filtered, data of each are shown superimposed in Figure 5a . This was shown for the altimeter data (Fig. 2, lower panel) and in Figure 5b we compare it to the mooring and sounder data after processing them with the same running mean filter. The statistics of this comparison are also given in Table 2 .
The rms height of the altimeter data is always higher than either of the in situ observations, but 63 to 77 percent of its variance is also present in the latter. The correlation coefficients are high 
